
Language Arts: Grade 5 

The Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts emphasize the critical importance 
of building nonfiction background knowledge in a coherent and sequenced way within and across 
grades. This can be accomplished most effectively, at each grade level, by integrating the topics 
from history, geography, science, and the arts in the Core Knowledge Sequence into the language 
arts block. Note that in the Sequence, there are many cross-curricular connections to history and 
science topics within Language Arts (e.g., poems, stories, and sayings), as well as to visual arts and 
music, which can and should be integrated into the applicable domain of study.

For Grade 5, domains include: Early American Civilizations; European Exploration, Trade, and 
the Clash of Cultures; The Renaissance and the Reformation; England from the Golden Age to the 
Glorious Revolution; Russia: Early Growth and Expansion; Feudal Japan; Westward Expansion; The 
Civil War: Causes, Conflicts, Consequences; Native Americans: Cultures and Conflicts; Classifying 
Living Things; Cells: Structures and Processes; Plant Structures and Processes; Life Cycles and 
Reproduction; The Human Body.

NOTE:  The objectives listed in I. Writing, Grammar, and Usage are currently under 
revision, as part of the Core Knowledge Language Arts program development 
for Grades 3–5. The revised Grade 5 goals and objectives will be conceptually 
consistent with the K–2 language arts sections of the 2010 edition of the 
Sequence and will be posted at www.coreknowledge.org as part of the online 
Sequence as soon as they are available.

I. Writing, Grammar, and Usage
Teachers:  Students should be given many opportunities for writing with teacher guidance that strikes  
a balance between encouraging creativity and requiring correct use of conventions. Continue 
imaginative writing but place a stronger emphasis than in previous grades on expository writing, 
including, for example, summaries, book reports, essays that explain a process, and descriptive essays. In 
fifth grade, it is appropriate to place a greater emphasis on revision, with the expectation that students 
will revise and edit to produce (in some cases) a finished product that is thoughtful, well-organized, and 
reasonably correct in grammar, mechanics, and spelling. In fifth grade, students should be reasonably 
competent spellers, and in the habit of using a dictionary to check and correct words that present 
difficulty. They should receive regular practice in vocabulary enrichment.  

A. WRITING AND RESEARCH
t�1SPEVDF�B�WBSJFUZ�PG�UZQFT�PG�XSJUJOH�JODMVEJOH�SFQPSUT�TVNNBSJFT�MFUUFST�

EFTDSJQUJPOT�SFTFBSDI�FTTBZT�FTTBZT�UIBU�FYQMBJO�B�QSPDFTT�TUPSJFT�QPFNT�XJUI�B�
DPIFSFOU�TUSVDUVSF�PS�TUPSZ�MJOF��

t�,OPX�IPX�UP�HBUIFS�JOGPSNBUJPO�GSPN�EJGGFSFOU�TPVSDFT�	TVDI�BT�BO�FODZDMPQFEJB�
����NBHB[JOFT�JOUFSWJFXT�PCTFSWBUJPOT�BUMBT�PO�MJOF
�BOE�XSJUF�TIPSU�SFQPSUT
����TZOUIFTJ[JOH�JOGPSNBUJPO�GSPN�BU�MFBTU�UISFF�EJGGFSFOU�TPVSDFT�QSFTFOUJOH�UIF�
����JOGPSNBUJPO�JO�IJT�PS�IFS�PXO�XPSET�XJUI�BUUFOUJPO�UP�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�

VOEFSTUBOEJOH�UIF�QVSQPTF�BOE�BVEJFODF�PG�UIF�XSJUJOH
EFGJOJOH�B�NBJO�JEFB�BOE�TUJDLJOH�UP�JU
QSPWJEJOH�BO�JOUSPEVDUJPO�BOE�DPODMVTJPO
PSHBOJ[JOH�NBUFSJBM�JO�DPIFSFOU�QBSBHSBQIT
JMMVTUSBUJOH�QPJOUT�XJUI�SFMFWBOU�FYBNQMFT
EPDVNFOUJOH�TPVSDFT�JO�B�SVEJNFOUBSZ�CJCMJPHSBQIZ
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Note:  Review from grade 4:  
how to use a topic sentence; 
how to develop a paragraph 
with examples and details.

Language
Arts
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Language Arts

Note:  A brief review 
of prefixes and suffixes 
introduced in earlier grades is 
recommended. Prefixes: re, 
un, dis, im (in), non, mis, 
en, pre.  Suffixes: er and 
or, less, ly, ily, y, ful, able, 
ible, ment.
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B. GRAMMAR AND USAGE
t�6OEFSTUBOE�XIBU�B�DPNQMFUF�TFOUFODF�JT�BOE

JEFOUJGZ�TVCKFDU�BOE�QSFEJDBUF
DPSSFDU�GSBHNFOUT�BOE�SVO�POT

t�*EFOUJGZ�TVCKFDU�BOE�WFSC�JO�B�TFOUFODF�BOE�VOEFSTUBOE�UIBU�UIFZ�NVTU�BHSFF�
t�,OPX�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�QBSUT�PG�TQFFDI�BOE�IPX�UIFZ�BSF�VTFE��OPVOT�WFSCT�	BDUJPO�

WFSCT�BOE�BVYJMJBSZ�WFSCT
�BEKFDUJWFT�	JODMVEJOH�BSUJDMFT
�BEWFSCT�DPOKVODUJPOT�
JOUFSKFDUJPOT�

t�6OEFSTUBOE�UIBU�QSPOPVOT�NVTU�BHSFF�XJUI�UIFJS�BOUFDFEFOUT�JO�DBTF�	OPNJOBUJWF�
PCKFDUJWF�QPTTFTTJWF
�OVNCFS�BOE�HFOEFS�

t�$PSSFDUMZ�VTF�QVODUVBUJPO�TUVEJFE�JO�FBSMJFS�HSBEFT�BT�XFMM�BT
UIF�DPMPO�CFGPSF�B�MJTU
DPNNBT�XJUI�BO�BQQPTJUJWF

t�6TF�VOEFSMJOJOH�PS�JUBMJDT�GPS�UJUMFT�PG�CPPLT�

C. VOCABULARY
t�,OPX�IPX�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�QSFGJYFT�BOE�TVGGJYFT�BGGFDU�XPSE�NFBOJOH�

1SFGJYFT�
anti 	BT�JO�BOUJTPDJBM�BOUJCBDUFSJBM
� inter�	BT�JO�JOUFSTUBUF

co 	BT�JO�DPFEVDBUJPO�DP�DBQUBJO
�� mid 	BT�JO�NJEOJHIU�.JEXFTU

fore�	BT�JO�GPSFGBUIFS�GPSFTFF
� � post�	BT�JO�QPTUTFBTPO�QPTUXBS

il, ir�	BT�JO�JMMFHBM�JSSFHVMBS
� � semi�	BT�JO�TFNJDJSDMF�TFNJQSFDJPVT


4VGGJYFT�
ist 	BT�JO�BSUJTU�QJBOJTU
�
ish 	BT�JO�TUZMJTI�GPPMJTI
�
ness 	BT�JO�GPSHJWFOFTT�IBQQJOFTT

tion, sion�	BT�JO�SFMBUJPO�FYUFOTJPO


II. Poetry
Teachers:  The poems listed here constitute a selected core of poetry for this grade. Expose children to 
more poetry, old and new, and have children write their own poems. To bring children into the spirit of 
poetry, read it aloud and encourage them to read it aloud so they can experience the music in the  
words. At this grade, poetry should be primarily a source of delight. This is also an appropriate grade 
at which to begin looking at poems in more detail, asking questions about the poet’s use of language, 
noting the use of devices such as simile, metaphor, alliteration, etc. 

A. POEMS
5IF�"SSPX�"OE�5IF�4POH�	)FOSZ�8BETXPSUI�-POHGFMMPX

#BSCBSB�'SJFUDIJF�	+PIO�(SFFOMFBG�8IJUUJFS

#BUUMF�)ZNO�PG�UIF�3FQVCMJD�	+VMJB�8BSE�)PXF

"�CJSE�DBNF�EPXO�UIF�XBML�	&NJMZ�%JDLJOTPO
�
$BTFZ�BU�UIF�#BU�	&SOFTU�-BXSFODF�5IBZFS

5IF�&BHMF�	"MGSFE�-PSE�5FOOZTPO

*�)FBS�"NFSJDB�4JOHJOH�	8BMU�8IJUNBO

*�MJLF�UP�TFF�JU�MBQ�UIF�NJMFT�	&NJMZ�%JDLJOTPO

*�UPP�TJOH�"NFSJDB�	-BOHTUPO�)VHIFT

+BCCFSXPDLZ�	-FXJT�$BSSPMM

/BSDJTTB�	(XFOEPMZO�#SPPLT

0�$BQUBJO��.Z�$BQUBJO��	8BMU�8IJUNBO

"�1PJTPO�5SFF�	8JMMJBN�#MBLF

5IF�3PBE�/PU�5BLFO�	3PCFSU�'SPTU

5IF�4OPXTUPSN�	3BMQI�8BMEP�&NFSTPO

4PNF�0QQPTJUFT�	3JDIBSE�8JMCVS

5IF�5JHFS�	8JMMJBN�#MBLF

"�8JTF�0ME�0XM�	&EXBSE�)FSTFZ�3JDIBSET


Language Arts

Note:  Punctuation studied 
in earlier grades includes: end 
punctuation (period, question 
mark, or exclamation point); 
comma (between day and 
year when writing a date, 
between city and state in an 
address, in a series, after yes 
and no, before conjunctions 
that combine sentences, 
inside quotation marks in 
dialogue); apostrophe (in 
contractions, in singular and 
plural possessive nouns); 
and quotation marks (in 
dialogue, and for titles of 
poems, songs, short stories, 
magazine articles).



See also World History 5: 
The Renaissance, re A 
Midsummer Night’s 
Dream. 

B. TERMS
POPNBUPQPFJB�
BMMJUFSBUJPO

III. Fiction and Drama
Teachers:  In fifth grade, students should be fluent, competent readers of appropriate materials. Regular 
independent silent reading should continue. Students should read outside of school at least 25 minutes 
daily.
 The titles below constitute a selected core of stories for this grade. Expose children to many more 
stories, and encourage children to write their own stories. Children should also be exposed to nonfiction 
prose: biographies, books about science and history, books on art and music, etc.
 Some of the works below, such as Don Quixote, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, or A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream are available in editions adapted for young readers.

A. STORIES
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 	.BSL�5XBJO

FQJTPEFT�GSPN�Don Quixote 	.JHVFM�EF�$FSWBOUFT

Little Women�	1BSU�'JSTU
 	-PVJTB�.BZ�"MDPUU

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass�	'SFEFSJDL�%PVHMBTT

The Secret Garden 	'SBODFT�)PEHTPO�#VSOFUU

5BMFT�PG�4IFSMPDL�)PMNFT�JODMVEJOH�i5IF�3FE�)FBEFE�-FBHVFw�	"SUIVS�$POBO�%PZMF


B. DRAMA
t�A Midsummer Night’s Dream�	8JMMJBN�4IBLFTQFBSF

t�5FSNT�

USBHFEZ�BOE�DPNFEZ
BDU�TDFOF
(MPCF�5IFBUFS

C. MYTHS AND LEGENDS
t�"�5BMF�PG�UIF�0LJ�*TMBOET�	B�MFHFOE�GSPN�+BQBO�BMTP�LOPXO�BT�i5IF�4BNVSBJ�T�

%BVHIUFSw

t�.PSOJOH�4UBS�BOE�4DBSGBDF��UIF�4VO�%BODF�	B�1MBJOT�/BUJWF�"NFSJDBO�MFHFOE�BMTP�

LOPXO�BT�i5IF�-FHFOE�PG�4DBSGBDFw

t�/BUJWF�"NFSJDBO�USJDLTUFS�TUPSJFT�	GPS�FYBNQMF�UBMFT�PG�$PZPUF�3BWFO�PS��

(SBOENPUIFS�4QJEFS
�

D. LITERARY TERMS
t�1FO�OBNF�	QTFVEPOZN

t�-JUFSBM�BOE�GJHVSBUJWF�MBOHVBHF

JNBHFSZ
NFUBQIPS�BOE�TJNJMF
TZNCPM
QFSTPOJGJDBUJPO

IV. Speeches
t�"CSBIBN�-JODPMO��5IF�(FUUZTCVSH�"EESFTT
t�$IJFG�+PTFQI�	)JHII�NPPU�5PPZBMBLFLU
��i*�XJMM�GJHIU�OP�NPSF�GPSFWFSw
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Note:  See also below, III.
D, Literary Terms: Literal and 
figurative language.

See also World History 5:  
The Renaissance, re Don 
Quixote.

See also World History 5:  
Feudal Japan, re “A Tale of 
the Oki Islands.”

See also American History 5:  
Native American Cultures, re 
“Morning Star and Scarface” 
and Native American trickster 
stories.

See also American History 5: 
Civil War; and, Native 
Americans: Cultures and 
Conflicts.
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V. Sayings and Phrases
Teachers:  Every culture has phrases and proverbs that make no sense when carried over literally into 
another culture. For many children, this section may not be needed; they will have picked up these 
sayings by hearing them at home and among friends. But the sayings have been one of the categories 
most appreciated by teachers who work with children from home cultures that differ from the standard 
culture of literate American English.

#JSUIEBZ�TVJU
#JUF�UIF�IBOE�UIBU�GFFET�ZPV�
$IJQ�PO�ZPVS�TIPVMEFS
$PVOU�ZPVS�CMFTTJOHT�
&BU�DSPX
&MFWFOUI�IPVS
&VSFLB�
&WFSZ�DMPVE�IBT�B�TJMWFS�MJOJOH�
'FX�BOE�GBS�CFUXFFO
'PSUZ�XJOLT
5IF�HSBTT�JT�BMXBZT�HSFFOFS�PO�UIF�

PUIFS�TJEF�	PG�UIF�IJMM
�
5P�LJMM�UXP�CJSET�XJUI�POF�TUPOF
-PDL�TUPDL�BOE�CBSSFM
.BLF�B�NPVOUBJO�PVU�PG�B�NPMFIJMM�

"�NJTT�JT�BT�HPPE�BT�B�NJMF�
*U�T�OFWFS�UPP�MBUF�UP�NFOE�
0VU�PG�UIF�GSZJOH�QBO�BOE�JOUP�UIF�GJSF�
"�QFOOZ�TBWFE�JT�B�QFOOZ�FBSOFE�
3FBE�CFUXFFO�UIF�MJOFT�
4JU�PO�UIF�GFODF
4UFBM�IJT�IFS�UIVOEFS
5BLF�UIF�CVMM�CZ�UIF�IPSOT�
5JMM�UIF�DPXT�DPNF�IPNF
5JNF�IFBMT�BMM�XPVOET�
5PN�%JDL�BOE�)BSSZ
7JDF�WFSTB
"�XBUDIFE�QPU�OFWFS�CPJMT�
8FMM�CFHVO�JT�IBMG�EPOF�
8IBU�XJMM�CF�XJMM�CF�


